
March 27, 2021 
 
Extending a Helping Hand to the Residents of Rumah Muhan 
 
Colleagues from Samling Segan Reforestation extended a helping hand to the residents of Rumah 
Muhan through contribution of foods during the lockdown period due to COVID-19 pandemic. 
Discover the story behind this meaningful Corporate Social Responsibility programme. 
 
In order to contain the further spread of COVID-19 pandemic, several long houses in the affected 
location in Segan, Bintulu, Sarawak were under lockdown. Rumah Muhan which is located in the 
LPF0014 area has been locked down on the third week of March 2021 due to COVID-19 cases. 
This 17-door longhouse Rumah Muhan is led by its chief, Tr. Muhan ak Sawang. Including Tr. 
Muhan, there are a total 17 residents who are residing in this long house, namely Guyang, Francis 
Silas, Kunchi ak Man, Lanau, Meringai ak Man, Rosma, Mauh, Albert, Eloh ak Muran, Layam ak 
Umpi, Leong, Unchi, Tinggi ak Lanau, Tony, Duat and Geruna. 
 
With the approval and instruction from the General Manager, Mr. Yeo Soon Hee on 26 March 
2021, colleagues from Samling Segan Reforestation have made the necessary arrangement to 
send the essential food such as rice, cooking oil, salt and sugar to the affected longhouse. The 
food contribution was handed over to the residents of Rumah Muhan on 27 March 2021 by the 
representatives of Segan Reforestation, namely the Segan Native Liaison Supervisor, Mr. Agan 
and the Operation Executive, to Mr. Albert, the committee member of Rumah Muhan. On behalf 
of Rumah Muhan’s residents, Mr. Albert also took the opportunity to thank Samling Segan 
Reforestation for its generous donation.  
 
All in all, it was a meaningful gesture to assist people in need during the lockdown period and the 
colleagues of Segan Reforestation hope that such gesture will continue to inspire other colleagues 
in Samling Group to continue its Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) programme to help the 
needy, especially during this challenging period of COVID-19 pandemic. 
 

  

 

 

 


